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Intentional Living 
Community

✤ Safe, secure homes
✤ Diverse experiences

Family Leadership Academy: 
✤ Training opportunities
✤ Workforce development 

Protective Factors
✤ Community
✤ Access to health care
✤ Social connection
✤ Knowledge of parenting & 

child development

Children develop in the context of family. 
Families develop in the context of community. 



✤ Evolution of our Program

Touchstones for Transformation

✤ The Next Plane at Crossway

✤ How To Stay Connected

Promote learning, creativity and 
community for all families
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Crossway Community Montessori School 



Integrated Environment

Intergenerational learning exists outside of traditional educational 
spaces. 

Environment is key for connection. 
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Foundation is 
Freeing

“This is what is intended by education as an aid to life; an 

education from birth that brings about a revolution: a revolution 

that eliminates every violence, a revolution in which everyone 

will be attracted towards a common center. This is the new 

shining hope for humanity. It is not so much a reconstruction, 

as an aid to the construction carried out by the human soul 

as it is meant to be.”



Cultivate Courageous Curiosity



•Montgomery Country Department on Aging

•Asbury Methodist Community

•GROWS

•NCCAP

•IDEAS Institute

•AMI/ESF

•Loyola University

•Corewood Care 

•Bowen Center for the Study of the Family

Seek Principled Partners & Come Collaboration-
Ready.



- Intergenerational modeling of 
grace & courtesy 

- Environment as an invitation

- Bring our partners home 

“Preventing war is the work of 
politicians. Establishing peace is 
the work of educators.” 

- Maria Montessori

Practice Radical Hospitality



Montessori is a tool - not a school. 



National Center for Montessori and Aging

Our goal is to create a 

supportive physical and 

social environment where 

elders, children, and care 

partners can all learn and 

grow together. 
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The National Center for Montessori and Aging

• Reflects evidence-based design & dementia care best practices

• Is a place where elders can flourish-socially, emotionally, 

physically, and mentally

• Support families by providing examples for creating a 

supportive home environment

• Provides education and support for replication in other settings

• Helps to create a dementia capable workforce 
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Essential components of the  Montessori for aging approach 
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Mixed abilities of 
elders working 

together

Elder choice of 
activity from within 
a range of options

Uninterrupted 
blocks of activity 

time

Specialized activity 
materials 

Freedom of 
movement

Trained Montessori 
staff



Breaking new ground

A prepared environment for all 
generations

• Visual organization
• Natural tendency for exploration
• Activity and work
• Sharing lifetime experiences
• Freedom of movement
• Socialization
• Nature and beauty

Jennifer Brush, MA, CCC/SLP, 
Program Director, National Center for 
Montessori and Aging



A makers' space

“Build on skills. If you start with the current cognitive level, then you can 

make it harder so rather than decline, you see maintenance and improvement 

in their skills.” – Jennifer Brush , MA, CCC/SLP, Program Director, National 

Center for Montessori and Aging

Volunteers work independently, make materials 
and wait for the children to join them.

• Specific activities depend on people who 
come

• Place to cut paper / make materials
• Sewing table (embroidery, stitching)
• Working tables for arts and crafts
• Woodworking
• Knitting and crocheting
• Potting tables / flower arrangements



Elders’ house:
A model for caregivers



Workforce development through continuing 
education for healthcare professionals

• Approved for an AMI certificate of completion

• Meets the Core Curriculum requirement for the National 
Certification Council of Activity Professionals Montessori 
Dementia Engagement Certification 

• Approved for Continuing Education Units by the National 
Certification Council of Activity Professionals

• Approved by the Maryland Board of Social Work Examiners 
for Continuing Education 



Workshop participants - USA

Alaska Hawaii
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We all need each other:
more research and collaboration

“We need research on the 

interface of  intergenerational

learning and Montessori. This 

is a game changer in many 

countries. We need to provide 

a global response to aging and 

dementia.” - Lynne Lawrence

Executive Director, Association Montessori Internationale



Courageous Dream - NUSHEMA



We are an ever-evolving village. 

We seek principled partners. 
We practice radical hospitality. 

We cultivate courageous curiosity. 
We are freed by our foundation. 

We believe Montessori is a tool -
not a school. 

It is our joy to use that most 
powerful tool in service to the 

world. 



What will your village look like?



“I slept and dreamt that life 
was joy. 

I awoke and saw that life 
was service. 

I acted and behold, service 
was joy!” 

Rabindanath Tagore



Connect with our village 

@crossway

@crosswaycommunity

@crosswaycommunity

kguinan@crossway-community.org


